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Thank you for choosing our products. Please read the User Manual carefully before using this product.

This user manual will provide you with instructions for correct installation and operation.



Statement

 Our company will update this manual according to the reinforcement and

change of product functions, also regularly improve and update the software and

hardware products described in this manual. The updated information will be

reflected in the latest version of the manual without further notice.

 The change of product parameters will not be further notified as our company

continues to adopt new technologies.

 This manual is only for clients’ reference and guidance and cannot be ensured

to the exactly the same as real products, real products shall prevail in terms of

practical application.

 All words, tables and figure information in this manual is protected by national

laws, no private duplication is allowed without permission.

Our company retains the copyright and ultimate interpretation of this manual.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Purpose

This User Manual is compiled on the basis of EasyLive Platform. With an

attempt to provide brief description on the functions of this platform, assist the

user to systematically learn about the operation procedures, this Manual is hereby

compiled as a reference.

[Note] The product will update from time to time without prior notice.

1.2. Terms and abbreviations

None

2. Software Overview
2.1. Software application

EasyLive is a mobile phone app developed on the basis of Android and iOS

platform, and is mainly used for management of remote equipment in batch,

preview of remote video, reception of the pushed alarms and equipment settings.

2.2. Software installation

In equipment IE interface or GUI interface, the user can click “ ” to enter into

the QR code interface and download the software by scanning the App's QR code.

2.3. Software environment

Mobile phone: Android phones support V6.0 and above, while iOS phones

support V9.0 above.

Server operating system: CENTOS 6.4 system

Database: Oracle 11G

Safe-defend Software None

2.4. Hardware environment

Mobile phone: iPhone, Android devices

P2P server: 1 set of VM100

Network device: Gigabit network switch
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3. Software Login
3.1. Login

The user can start APP, click “ ” on the top left corner to enter into the left

menu bar, click the icon to get access to the account login page, and click “Login”

to log in the device after inputting the account number and passwords, as shown

in below:

Figure 3.1.1

Note: The account number can be the e-mail address used for registration,

and the account number is unique, which means that the number shall be properly

kept.

3.2. Register

The user can click “register” to register the account number, then input the

e-mail address, verify the account number, and set the account password, after

these input, the user completes the registration. The registration flows are shown

in below:
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Figure 3.2.2

Note: The password can be set to be two combinations of 8-16 digits of

numbers, letters or symbols.

3.3. Forgot Password

The password can be reset via e-mail. The user can input the e-mail address to

verify the account information, and after passing the verification, the user can

input new password to reset the password.

Note: The password can be set to be two combinations of 8-16 digits of

numbers, letters or symbols
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4.DeviceManagement
The user can click “ ” on the top left corner to enter into the left menu bar,

and select “Device management” to get access to the device management

interface, as shown in below:

Figure 4.1.1

4.1. Device list

The device list page shows the device name, factoryID, password

strength ,affiliation and connection method of devices that have been added, and

the user can share, delete and edit every device, check the details of devices, and

configure them, as shown in below:

Figure 4.1.2

Interface-related parameters are as below:
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Parameters Description

Affiliation Shows the way of adding the current device

Sharing, through which the user can share this device or

device channel to other users

Delete, through which the user can delete the device

information.

Edit, through which the user can modify the name of the

device, account number and password of the device to log

in.

/ / / / Shows the device status, including online/offline/wrong

password/device locking/ device busy.

/ Means enabling/disabling the multiple editing function.

Means adding more devices

Table 4.1

Description:

Contents related to “Affiliation” are illustrated in below:

[Unknown]: The ownership of devices is unknown without login.

[Bound]: Devices that have not been bound can be bound by adding them

under the case of login.

[Bound to 130****1234]: The added device is the one bound to 130****1234.

[Via scanning QR code]: The added device is the one shared by scanning QR

code via other people’s phone.

[Shared by 130****12340]: The added device is the one shared by user

130****1234 via account sharing function.

4.2. Device adding

The APP supports Tiandy intelligent camera, Wifi camera, surveillance camera,

surveillance NVR, surveillance dome camera, LAN device or other devices. These

devices can be added by manually adding or scanning the QR code and then

clicking “ ” on the top right corner, and on the device type selection interface, the
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user can select different types of devices to add. The registration flows are shown

in below:

Figure 4.1.3

4.2.1. Mode 1: Add Tiandy intelligent camera

Click the option of “Tiandy Link camera” to get access to the adding method

interface of Tiantian IoT-Camera, where the “Novice use of tutorials” is available,

and the user can watch the teaching video. Add the Tiandy Link camera by

following the mode mentioned in the video course.

4.2.2. Mode 2: AddWifi camera

After plugging TF card into Wifi camera, the user shall click the option of “Wifi

camera”, scan the QR code on the device body, and complete the adding and

connection according to the steps popped out from software, and after completing

the adding and connection, the user can check the real-time video via mobile

phone client-end APP.
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4.2.3. Mode 3: Add the surveillance devices by scanning QR

code

When selecting and adding surveillance camera, surveillance NVR and

surveillance dome camera, the user shall first enter into QR code scanning interface,

and after scanning the QR code of P2P devices and inputting correct user name

and password, the user can complete the adding.

Tips:

1. QR code can be acquired by logging in the device IE or identifying the

image imported from phone’s photo album.

2. Add Tiantian IoT-Camera by scanning the QR code at the bottom of Tiantian

IoT-Camera.

4.2.4. Mode 4: Add the surveillance devices by manually

adding products’ ID

Description: This kind of device adding mode is suitable for surveillance

camera, surveillance NVR and surveillance dome camera that have been accessible

to the public network.

After entering into the QR code interface, the user can click “ ” for selecting

the mode of manually adding devices to enter into the connection type interface,

and then the user can click the option of “Add by product ID” to enter into the

interface of adding device ID. After inputting correct device ID (generally 22-digit

numbers), custom name, user name, password (must be two or more combinations

of numbers and letters) and clicking “Save” button, the user can successfully add

the surveillance device. When clicking “Preview” button, the APP will start to

broadcast the video recorded by this device.
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4.2.5. Mode 5: Add the surveillance devices by manually

adding IP port

Description: This kind of device adding mode is suitable for surveillance

camera, surveillance NVR and surveillance dome camera that have been accessible

to the same LAN environment.

After entering into the QR code interface, the user can click “ ” for selecting

the mode of manually adding devices to enter into the connection type interface,

and then the user can click the option of “Add by IP port” to enter into the interface

of adding device IP. After inputting correct device IP address, custom name, user

name, password (must be two or more combinations of numbers and letters) and

clicking “Save” button, the user can successfully add the surveillance device. When

clicking “Preview” button, the APP will start to broadcast the video recorded by this

device.

4.2.6. Mode 6: Add the surveillance devices by manually

adding domain name port

Description: This kind of device adding mode is suitable for surveillance

camera, surveillance NVR and surveillance dome camera with domain name and

accessible to the public network.

After entering into the QR code interface, the user can click “ ” for selecting

the mode of manually adding devices to enter into the connection type interface,

and then the user can click the option of “Add by domain name port” to enter into

the interface of adding device domain name. After inputting correct domain name,

custom name, user name, password (must be two or more combinations of

numbers and letters) and clicking “Save” button, the user can successfully add

surveillance device. When clicking “Preview” button, the APP will start to broadcast

the video recorded by this device.
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4.2.7. Mode 7: Add the surveillance devices by manually

adding EasyDDNS

Description: This kind of device adding mode is suitable for surveillance

camera, surveillance NVR and surveillance dome camera that have been accessible

to the public network.

After entering into the QR code interface, the user can click “ ” for selecting

the mode of manually adding devices to enter into the connection type interface,

and then the user can click the option of “Add through EasyDDNS” to enter into the

interface of adding device domain name. After customizing the name of device,

inputting correct DNS domain name, DNS user name, DNS password as well as user

name and password (must be two or more combinations of numbers and letters)

for login and clicking “Save” button, the user can successfully add surveillance

device. When clicking “Preview” button, the APP will start to broadcast the video

recorded by this device.

4.2.8. Mode 8: Add the surveillance devices by manually

adding the activemode.

Description: This kind of device adding mode is suitable for surveillance

camera, surveillance NVR and surveillance dome camera that have been accessible

to the public network.

After entering into the QR code interface, the user can click “ ” for selecting

the mode of manually adding devices to enter into the connection type interface,

and then the user can click the option of “Add devices in active mode” to enter into

the interface of adding device domain name. After customizing the name of device,

inputting correct device product ID, user name and password (must be two or

more combinations of numbers and letters) for login and clicking “Save” button,

the user can successfully add surveillance device. When clicking “Preview” button,

the APP will start to broadcast the video recorded by this device.
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4.2.9. Mode 9: Add LAN devices

Description: This kind of device adding mode is suitable for surveillance

camera, surveillance NVR and surveillance dome camera that have been accessible

to the same LAN environment.

After selecting “LAN device”, or selecting certain connection type on the

manual adding interface, and then clicking “ ” button, the APP will skip to device

searching interface for automatically searching all devices currently accessible to

WIFI network segment. When the user clicks the device number, it will return to the

device adding interface, and after inputting correct number, the user can

successfully completing the adding.

4.2.10. Mode 10: Add devices via other modes or add Tiantian

IoT-Camera.

After selecting “Others”, or selecting “Add Tiantian IoT-Camera” on the

connection type interface, the APP will skip to WIFI search interface, When the user

inputs the WIFI under the same LAN segment shared by Tiantian IoT-Camera, the

user can search Tiantian IoT devices, and after inputting correct password and

clicking “Add”, the user can successfully completing the adding.

4.3. Device sharing

4.3.1. Achieve device sharing in the case that the user is

logged in.

After clicking “ ” button, the APP will skip to device sharing interface, and the

user can share this device with others via the QR code generated by scanning this

device sharing interface with EasyLive installed by other customers, and the one

with this device shared can log in only by inputting normal user name and

password. This password can be copied to the clipboard and even other apps, as
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well as shared with the third-party software, such as WeChat, QQ, MicroBlog and

Facebook. Meanwhile, it can be saved to the photo album by clicking the QR code.

4.3.2. Achieve the device sharing upon login

After clicking “ ” button, the APP will skip to device sharing interface. Upon

entering into the device sharing interface, the user can share this device via

different channels by clicking the “Share” button in the bottom upon selecting the

desired channel. First, the user needs to input the account number (e-mail address

or phone number) to be shared, and the interface will show the history sharing

records, which makes it easier to share again. Upon clicking the “Confirm” button,

there will a prompt of the account number and nickname with which the current

device is shared, and the user can confirm the sharing. In case of canceling the

sharing, the user shall select the “Edit” button on the top right corner for editing

the device to be shared following the click of “Share” button on the device list. The

registration flows are shown in below:

Figure 4.1.4
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4.3.3. Check the shared device

After clicking “ ” button, the APP will skip to device sharing interface. Upon

entering into the device sharing interface, the user can click “ ” to check the

shared device. The registration flows are shown in below:

Figure 4.1.5

4.4. Device deletion

Upon clicking “ ” button, a prompt of “Delete or not” will pop out, and the

user can delete the device by clicking “Confirm” button again.

4.5. Device editing

Upon clicking “ ”, the APP will skip to device modification interface, and now,

the user can modify the device information according to their own preference.

Upon completing the editing, the user can select whether modify the device

password or not according to the prompt. In case of modifying the password, it’s

recommended that the password strength shall be any two combinations of

numbers and letters. In case of default password, there will be a prompt of “default

password”.

4.6. Play

The user can click “ ” button to check video broadcasting, configuration

information, details of this device. Upon clicking “Play” button, the APP will skip to

real-time preview interface of this device for video preview.
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4.7. Configuration

The user can click “ ” button to check video broadcasting, configuration

information, details of this device. Upon clicking “Conf” button, the APP will skip to

remote configuration interface of this device, through which the user can

configure the system settings, video settings, user administration, channel

management as well as channel alarm, port alarm and alarm push, as shown below:

Figure 4.1.5

4.8. Device details

The user can click “ ” button to check video broadcasting, configuration

information, details of this device. Upon clicking “Details” button, the APP will skip

to the details interface of this device, through which the user can check the device

name, connection mode, device ID and current version of the device.

5. LiveView
Upon clicking “ ” button on the top left corner to enter into the left menu

bar and then selecting “LiveView”, the APP will skip to real-time preview interface,

as shown below:
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Figure 5.1.1

5.1. LiveView interface’s toolbar

There is a toolbar at the bottom of the real-time preview interface, through

which the user can configure parameters of the selected device channels, with the

interface related parameters as below:

Parameters Description

Snapshot, and the captured image will be saved to [File

Management]->[Image].

Intercom, the user needs to select the intercom device or

surveillance point which shall support voice intercom

function.

/

Turn on/off the voice, namely, turn on or turn off the

real-time voice collected by the device or surveillance

point.

Cloud platform. When the surveillance dome camera is

accessed into the device or surveillance point, the user

can move the dome camera, zoom in/out of video, zoom

in/out of the focal distance, configure the presetting bit

of the dome camera, cruising and 3D positioning via the
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could platform.

/
Resolution switch (high definition- HD /smooth

definition- SD)

Video recording, the recorded video will be saved to [File

Management]->[Video].

Color conditioning, it supports to adjust the brightness,

contrast ratio, saturation and chroma of the current

device or surveillance point, with the adjustment scope

being 0-100, and the default being 50.

Alarm output.

Alarm, it supports to initiate or shut down alarm setting

(invoke the alarm plans), voice alarm, high-light alarm,

laser alarm of the device.

5.1.1. PTZ control

Upon selecting certain form playing the video, the user can click “ ” to turn

on the PTZ control panel.

It is featured with functions of controlling the direction of PTZ, zooming,

focusing and cruise presetting bit.

Parameters Description

/ Zoom in/out

/ NF/FF

Cruise

Presets

3D Positional
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[Cruise]: The user can set the cruising route on IE, click “ ” button on the

mobile phone client, select the cruising number, click “On” button, and the cloud

platform will cruise according to the set route.

[Presets] The user can click “ ” button to select the presetting bit number,

and then click “Confirm” button to switch to the presetting bit.

[3D Positional]: The user can click “ ” button, drag the video from upper

left to lower right on the video form, and position the video at the dragging

direction, zoom in the currently dragged area; drag the video from the lower right

to the upper left on the video form, position the video at the dragging direction,

and zoom out the currently dragged area.

5.1.2. C/C

The user can select certain playing video form, click “ ” button to turn on

the video color conditioning control panel, drag the corresponding video

parameters’ slider, click “Save” button to complete the setting successfully. The

user can click “Default” button to reset the default value of the video.

5.1.3. AlarmOP

Upon getting access to the alarm setting interface, the user can learn about

the alarm type currently selected by the device or configure the alarm type of the

device.

1. When the device supports the special alarm function, the user can select the

linkage settings and cloud control module, configure the special alarm of the

device in the linkage setting module, and control the cloud platform of the device

in the cloud platform control module.
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Parameters Description

Tripwire

Perimeter

Save

[Alarm plan enabling]: The user can turn on/off the alarm plan enabling

button to set if the alarm function of the device is enabled.

[Tripwire]: The user can click “ ” button to draw the set tripwire alarm line

on the video frame, with the plan list showing all plans supported by the tripwire

alarm.

[Perimeter]: The user can click “ ” button to draw the set perimeter alarm

line, with the plan list showing all plans supported by the perimeter alarm.

[Save]: The user can click “ ” button to save the set alarm type and alarm

plans.

2. When the device does not support special alarm function, only the

supported alarm plans can be set.

5.1.4. Alert

The user can select certain playing video form, click “ ” button, and when

the video is played via Tiandy device channel, Tiandy device will start to play the

alarm sound; otherwise, the alarm function interface will pop out;

[Alert Set]: Upon clicking “ ” button, the device will skip to the alarm setting

interface for setting the alarm.
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[Sound]: Upon clicking “ ” button, the corresponding front end will ring the

alarm, while “ ” button means that this function is not supported.

[Flash]: Upon clicking “ ” button, the corresponding front end will turn

white, while “ ” button means that this function is not supported.

[Laser]: Upon clicking “ ” button, the corresponding front end will emit

laser, while “ ” button means that this function is not supported.

5.2. Preview operation

On the real-time preview interface, the user can preview, disconnect the video,

split screen, collect video and configure the preview channels. The interface related

parameters are as below:

Parameters Description

Remote playback.

/ One-key disconnection/reconnection

/ / / Split screen of No.1/4/9/16 screen

Device adding, please refer to Section 4.2- Device adding.

More, it supports to configure the surveillance point and

collect the current form.

Favorite group, the user can use it to customize the name

of the current form and collect it.

Configuration. The user can use it to modify the name of

the selected surveillance point, turn the video, and

achieve channel alarm, alarm push, voice upload and

device offline notice. Some devices support facial

deployment and control function and push of facial alarm

(detection alarm, comparison alarm, stranger alarm,
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frequency alarm and detention alarm).

Full screen. The user can select one video, and zoom in to

the landscape screen in one single device.

5.2.1. Video displaymode

Mode 1: The user can open the list of hosts on the real-time preview interface,

click the to-play host, then there will be a list of channels at the bottom. When the

user click the to-play channel, this channel video will be broadcast at the selected

form.

Mode 2: Open the list of devices, select the to-play host, click “More” button,

and click “Play” button after the pop out of a prompt to start play.

Mode 3: On the device adding interface, it will skip to real-time preview

interface to play upon inputting the corresponding information and clicking

“Preview” button.

5.2.2. Video offmode

Mode 1: In case of one split screen, the user can long press and slide up to

delete the video; in case of multiple split screens, the user can directly drag and

slide up to delete the video.

Mode 2: The user can click “ ” to turn off all playing videos.

5.2.3. Favorite group

The user can click “ ” button, click “ ” button again, input the customized

name of favorite group on the pop-out option prompt dialog box, click the

“Confirm” button to add the all played videos at the current video form to the

collection group.
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5.2.4. Digital zoom

The user can double click certain playing video form to become a split screen,

and directly drag the screen with two fingers to zoom in.

5.2.5. Full-screenmode

On the real-time preview mode, the user can switch the screen to landscape

screen or vertical screen; on the split screen mode, the user can click “ ” to enter

into full-screen review mode.

5.2.6. Video switch

On one split screen, the user can slide the video form of real-time preview

video leftwards (or rightwards) to switch to video playing at other channels.

6. Remote Playback

On the real-time preview interface, the user can click “ ” button to skip to

the playback interface, as shown below.
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Figure 6.1.1

6.1. Playback toolbar

On the remote playback interface, there is a toolbar at the bottom, and the

user can use it to configure parameters of videos to be played back, with the

interface related parameters as below:

Parameters Description

Fast backward

/ Play/pause

Fast forward

Single frame step-by-step

/
Resolution switch (high definition- HD /smooth

definition- SD)

Device selection

Data controls

/ Split screen of 1/4 screen

One-key disconnection

Table 6.1.1

6.1.1. Date selection

Upon selecting “ ” button, the date control panel will pop out. The user can

modify the video query time after selecting the date.

The date with video records on the current date control panel will be

highlighted in green. The registration flows are shown in below:
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Figure 6.1.2

6.2. Playback preview

6.2.1. Video playback

When the user open the list of devices, and click the host to be played back,

the list of channels will pop out at the bottom. The video of this channel will be

played back at the selected form upon the user clicks the channel to be played

back, and the video to be played back by default is the one recorded 2h before and

after the current time.

The user can quire video at different time by sliding the time shaft at the

bottom. The registration flows are shown in below:

Figure 6.2.1

6.2.2. Turn off the video

Mode 1: In case of one split screen, the user can long press and slide up to

delete the video; in case of multiple split screens, the user can directly drag and

slide up to delete the video.

Mode 2: The user can click “ ” to turn off all playing videos.

7. AlarmManagement
The user can click the “ ” button on the top left corner to enter into the left

menu bar, and select “Alarm management” to enter into the alarm management

interface, as shown below:
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Figure 7.1.1

The user can also screen the alarm time, alarm type and alarm host, with

interface related parameters as below:

Parameters Description

Initiate the multi-choice editing

Cancel the multi-choice editing

Mark as read

Delete

Push setting

7.1. List of alarms

The user can check the recent alarm information on the list interface, with the

corresponding alarm type, time and name of host shown. The registration flows are

shown in below:

Figure 7.1.2
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The user can initiate the editing operation by clicking the “ ” button at the

top right corner; for all alarm information selected in full or in batch, the user can

mark all the selected alarm information as read by clicking “ ” icon; for all alarm

information selected in full or in batch, the user can delete all the selected alarm

information by clicking “ ” icon.

7.1.1. Alarm enquiry

It supports screen and inquire alarm on alarm time, type and host. The

registration flows are shown in below:

Figure 7.1.3

[Alarm time]: The user can set the beginning time and end time of alarm

enquiry.

[Alarm type]: It supports video motion alarm, video loss alarm, video

occlusion alarm, intelligent analysis alarm, port alarm, intelligent alarm, device

offline alarm and facial alarm.

[Host channel]: The user can select the host and channel to be inquired.

7.2. Alarm details

On the alarm details interface, the user can check the snapshot at this alarm

time and details of this alarm, check the alarm playback by clicking “ ”, and check

the real-time video by clicking “ ”. The registration flows are shown in below:
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Figure 7.2.1

Interface-related parameters are as below:

Parameters Description

Video recording

Live video

7.2.1. Video recording

When the user clicks “ ”, the APP enters into the alarm playback interface,

and starts to play back the alarm video 30s before and after the current alarm time,

the user can drag the time shaft and slide to any moment among the current

period to start play. The registration flows are shown in below:
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Figure 7.2.2

Interface-related parameters are as below:

Parameters Description

Snapshot

Play

/

/
Turn on/off the voice

Single frame step-by-step

/

/

Resolution switch (high definition- HD /smooth definition-

SD)
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7.2.2. Live video

The user can check the real-time video of the current alarm device by clicking

“ ”.

7.3. Push setting

When the user clicks “ ” icon, the APP enters into the push setting interface,

with all devices connected via P2P and their push alarm enabling status shown.

The user can change the device’s push alarm enabling switch status to set if the

device’s push alarm is enabled.

8. File Management
The user can click “ ” on the top left corner to get access to the top menu

bar, and then select “File management” to enter into the file management interface,

as shown below:

Figure 8.1.1

Upon completing the snapshot or local video, the user can check the image

and video file on this interface, and can search the image and video file meeting

conditions such as the time, host and search conditions via clicking “Advanced
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search” button, with interface related parameters as below:

Parameters Description

Initiate the multi-choice editing

Cancel the multi-choice editing

Search

Clear the advanced search

Advanced search

8.1. Image

Upon completing the snapshot, the user can click one image to enter into the

image details interface, as shown below:

Figure 8.1.2

Snapshot can be accessible for one-key sharing, image zoom, image rotation

Interface-related parameters are as below:

Parameters Description

Flip

Sharing

Download
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[Zoom]: The image can be zoom in by directly dragging it with two fingers.

8.2. Video

Video files are accessible to local play and video sharing.

9. Local Configuration
The use can click “ ” on the top left corner to enter into the left menu bar,

and select “local configuration” to get access to the local configuration interface, as

shown below:

Figure 9.1.1

On local configuration interface, the user can set the area selection, hardware

decoding priority, local accessible alarm enabling, auto download alarm image,

display of channel name, video definition of single split screen, cloud sync, number

of screenshots, snapshot of split screen, disk reserve space (MB), and setting of

gesture password.
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9.1. Area selection

In case of application of the device in foreign countries, the user can switch

the area via “Area selection” to get access to foreign device and corresponding

application. The registration flows are shown in below:

Figure 9.1.1

9.2. Hardware decoding priority

After initiating the hardware decode, the user shall conduct the hardware

decode on preview video and playback via mobile phone GPU, which can

significantly boost the decoding performance.

Tips:

1. Hardware decoding support the operation system of mobile phone being

Android 4.2 and above.

2. For Android system, it’s not accessible for hardware decoding to achieve

manual screenshot or digital zoom.
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3. For Android system, hardware decoding can support the decoding of 4-

channel images at the same time to the maximum (the decoding performance

varies according to different mobile phone performance).

4. For IOS system, hardware decoding of H264 video coded format requires for

IOS 8.0 or above, while IOS 11.0 and Iphone 6 or above for hardware decoding of

H265 video coded format.

9.3. Local accessible alarm enabling

When the “Local accessible alarm enabling” switch is on, the APP is allowed to

receive the alarm notice; while the “Local accessible alarm enabling” switch is off,

this APP is forbidden receiving alarm notice.

9.4. Auto download alarm image

Upon initiating the auto download alarm image, the user can see the alarm

information and corresponding alarm image on the alarm management list (users

with WIFI available shall pay attention to the consumption of network traffic!)

9.5. Channel mode

It supports three modes: display channel number, display channel name, and

display channel thumbnail.

Initiate the option of display channel number: The user can see the channel

number on the real-time preview host channel list.

Initiate the option of display channel name: The user can see the channel

name on the real-time preview host channel list.

Initiate the option of display channel thumbnail: The user can see the channel

thumbnail on the real-time preview host channel list.
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9.6. Video definition of single split screen

The user can select HD or SD, and the code stream of preview video on the

real-time preview single split screen can be HD or SD.

9.7. General settings

The general settings include number of screenshots, snapshot of split screen,

disk reserve space (MB), setting of gesture password, and initiation of Tiandy

two-way intercom. The registration flows are shown in below:

Figure 9.7.1

[Number of screenshots]: Upon setting the number of screenshots, the

number of all captured images remain same to the preset number.

[Snapshot of split screen]: When the snapshot of split screen is initiated,

video images being played at currently accessible channels can be captured.

[Disk reserve space]: The user shall check the cache directory path of the

installed mobile applications regularly, and if the remaining memory is less than
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the internal storage (MB) of the device, the APP will automatically delete local

snapshots and video files until the remaining storage is identical to the preset

internal storage value.

[Setting of fingerprint password]: When the fingerprint password is initiated,

the user needs to validate the fingerprint before logging in the APP in the next

time, which aims to protect the safety of the user. If both fingerprint password and

gesture password are initiated, the fingerprint password prevails.

[Setting of gesture password]: When the gesture password is set, the user

needs to input correct gesture before logging in the APP in the next time, which

aims to protect the safety of the user.

10. About Us
The user can click “ ” on the top left corner to get access to the left menu

bar, and then select “About Us” to enter into the help about interface, as shown

below:

Figure 10.1.1

The user can feed back problems occurred during the use and opinions timely

via filling in “Feedback”, and check the current version via “Test the new version” in
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order to update the latest version.

11. Common Tools
11.1. Device Retrieve Password

Export devices and neutral devices are featured with this tool for getting the

password back.

The user can click “Forget password”, then select “reserved e-mail”, input the

correct e-mail address, click “Next”, and then skip to the password retrieve

interface.

After clicking “common tools” and then “password retrieve” on the APP, a QR

code scanning box pops out. The user can obtain the device encryption string and

contact information by scanning the QR code on the device, and reset the

password by inputting the encryption string into the box of “please input the

security code” and clicking “Next”.

11.2. Wi-Fi configuration (hotspot APmode)

This tool can be used to connect WIFI camera to common NVR devices. The

operation steps are as below:

1. Click the QR code on the body of WIFI-connected camera to enter into the

camera configuration interface, and the device is started until the blue indicator

turns always on;

2. Configure the router and input the password of WIFI-connected camera,

and the user should remember to keep the router, mobile phone and device

closely to ensure the normal networking;

3. Input or stick WIFI password, and then connect with the device network;

4. Complete the configuration.

11.3. Device activation

At the same LAN, the APP can be activated by taking the following steps:

search the device, select the inactivated device, input correct information as well

user name and password for validation.
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